Using a physically motivated parameterization based on the reggeized diquark model we perform a flavor separation of the chiral-odd generalized parton distributions obtained from both π 0 and η exclusive electroproduction. In our approach we exploit a connection between the chiral-even and chiral-odd reduced helicity amplitudes using Parity transformations that are relevant for a class of models that includes two-component models. We compare our results for η production to the previously obtained π 0 results, and we make predictions for the transverse single spin asymmetry components which will be measured within the Jefferson Lab 12 GeV program.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deeply virtual exclusive pseudoscalar meson production can be described within QCD factorization, through the convolution of Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) and hard scattering amplitudes (Fig.1) . Although a full proof of factorization theorems was given only for longitudinal photon polarization [1] , in a series of papers [2] [3] [4] we showed that transverse photon polarization amplitudes can give substantial contributions even if they appear at the next to leading twist through the π 0 coupling ∝ γ 5 , in the γ * p → π 0 p reaction. Because of the γ 5 coupling, the transverse polarization amplitudes contain convolutions of the four chiral-odd GPDs namely, H T , E T , H T , E T [5, 6] .
The chiral odd GPDs acquire a specific physical meaning, allowing us to explore different transverse spin configurations in the proton, when written in terms of the quark-proton transversity amplitudes, A T Y (X) Λ λ ,Λλ , where T Y (X) represents the spin component along the y(x)-axis. Sensible information is obtained when the GPDs are proportional to linear combinations of amplitudes that are diagonal in a given basis, meaning that the spin projections are the same on the LHS and RHS of Fig.1 . This allows us to associate each GPD with parton distribution functions carrying the same spin information, bearing in mind that even if a connection between spin configurations is established, GPDs are related to amplitudes i.e. they are not probabilities in momentum space (the quarks carry different momenta on the LHS and on the RHS of Fig.1 ). The connection between GPDs, Transverse Momentum Distributions (TMDs) both through their common "parent" distributions, the Generalized TMDs (GTMDs) has been explored in [7, 8] , and in transverse coordinate space by Burkardt [9, 10] .
In particular, one can see that H T is the off forward generalization of the proton's transversity structure functions, h 1 , or the probability of finding a transversely polarized quark inside a transversely polarized proton. h 1 and its integral over x Bj , the tensor charge, δ, have notoriously been elusive quantities to extract from experiment. Being chirally odd, h 1 can be measured in either Semi Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) or in the Drell Yan process in conjunction with another chiral odd partner. The tensor charge's flavor dependence was obtained only relatively recently from model dependent analyses of SIDIS single hadron and dihadron production processes in the few GeV region, and for x Bj 0.06 [11, 12] .
The combination 2 H T + E T has a helicity structure similar to one for the Boer Mulders function h ⊥ 1 [13] , the transversely polarized quark distribution in an unpolarized proton. Although one can show that the two distributions are generated from the same GTMD [7] , they have an important phase difference. As a result, 2 H T + E T , which involves a single spin flip is related to the real part of the "mother" GTMD, thus vanishing in the forward limit (it enters the exclusive process scattering amplitudes always multiplied by the transverse momentum transfer ∆ ⊥ ) while the TMD h ⊥ 1 is related to the imaginary part of the same GTMD. In a similar way, H T , involves a double spin flip and its contribution therefore also vanishes in the forward limit. This GPD emerges as the difference between the canonical transversity non-flip amplitudes (A T Y ), and the planar transversity non-flip amplitudes (A T X ). Since in the forward direction there is no distinction between canonical transversity and planar transversity, clearly then, this GPD requires non-forward scattering to be non-zero. The target polarized transversely at an azimuthal angle different from zero or π/2 will allow this double correlation to be probed.
Finally, E T is the most elusive of the chiral odd GPDs since because of Parity and Time reversal constraints it vanishes for the skewness parameter ξ = 0, and it is therefore zero in the forward limit; its first moment in x is also zero [6] . E T can therefore be considered an entirely off-forward product. E T (x, ξ, t) describes a transversely polarized quark (along the x axis) in a longitudinally polarized proton. It is T-even and directly connected to the first moment of the TMD h ⊥ 1L . Our interest in E T stems from the fact that it manifests a similar spin structure to the chiral-even twist three GPD, G 2 , that was shown to enter the sum rule component for partonic Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) in Ref. [14, 15] . Correlated, although indirect information on OAM therefore can be obtained from both E T and h ⊥ 1L measurements. In Ref. [4] we evaluated the contributions of the various chiral odd GPDs to the observables in exclusive Deeply Virtual π 0 electro-Production (DVπ 0 P) recently measured at Jefferson Lab [16, 17] . In particular, there exist measurements for the various unpolarized scattering components, for the beam spin asymmetry A LU , and for the target spin asymmetries for longitudinal polarization, A U L (unpolarized beam) and A LL (polarized beam). Our analysis uses a flexible parametrization which is based on the reggeized diquark model, that is a spectator model with variable mass of the spectator, M X , which reproduces the Regge behavior in the low x, large M X limit [18, 19] . The presence of scalar and axial-vector diquarks allows us to model the u and d quark distributions separately, i.e. distinguishing between the different isospin projections, ud and uu, as it follows from the use of SU(4) symmetry in the nucleon. The model's parameters were determined from quantitative fits of the chiral even GPDs using a compilation of: i) flavor separated Dirac and Pauli nucleon form factor data [20] , and axial [21] and pseudo-scalar [22] form factor data; ii) DVCS data [23] ; and iii) reproducing the forward limit of GPDs for both the unpolarized and polarized parton distribution functions from DIS data. For the latter we evolved the model from its initial low scale to the scale of the data using leading order Perturbative QCD (PQCD) GPD evolution equations (see e.g. Refs. [24, 25] ).
For the various asymmetries, in particular, we predicted that the spin modulations which are ideal for measuring chiral odd GPDs using a longitudinally polarized target are A sin 2φ U L , and the constant in φ term, A LL . The latter are, in fact, proportional to transverse polarization terms only, and therefore they involve only chiral odd GPDs. The other modulations, A sin φ U L , and A cos φ LL , contain contributions from both longitudinal and transverse photons, their description will always contain a mixture of chiral odd and chiral even GPDs, and thus, they are not most appropriate for a clean extraction of the chiral odd sector. Using our model, we found that the dominant contribution to these asymmetries was coming from the chiral even sector (even in the low Q 2 kinematical range of Jefferson Lab). An additional, important observation is that most of the A U L and A LL data are sensitive to H T , E T , and E T , but not directly to H T , and they are therefore not suitable for extracting the tensor charge.
In this paper we show that the availability of a transversely polarized target and of combined η and π 0 exclusive electroproduction data are both crucial to extract the tensor charge and its flavor dependence. The extraction from exclusive measurements can in principle allow us to pin down this quantity more precisely than from SIDIS analyses, an extra advantage being that, as we will explain in what follows, the low x dependence of transversity which dominates the integration giving δ q , (q = u, d), will be constrained in exclusive measurements through the t behavior of the Compton Form factors (CFFs).
Our paper is organized as follows: in Section II we review our approach, and we outline the derivation of the helicity amplitudes entering the cross section for deeply virtual pseudoscalar meson production; in Section III we present our results for the various observables and estimate the possibility of extraction of the tensor charge from deeply virtual exclusive experiments; in Section IV we draw our conclusions.
II. FORMALISM
We summarize, in what follows, the formal steps that lead us to parametrize polarized exclusive pseudoscalar meson electroproduction in terms of chiral-odd GPDs.
A. Definitions and Kinematics
We start by defining GPDs at twist-two as the matrix elements of the following projection of the unintegrated quark-quark proton correlator (see Ref. [7] for a detailed overview),
where Γ = iσ i+ γ 5 (i = 1, 2) for the chiral odd case, and the target's spins are Λ, Λ . W Γ Λ ,Λ was parametrized as [6] ,
The correlator in Eqs.(1,2) is expressed in terms of kinematical variables defined in the "symmetric frame", where we define: P = (p + p )/2, the average proton momentum, and ∆ = P − P . P is along the z-axis with momentum,
) are:
where in the DGLAP region (here we consider x > ξ) the coordinates of the off-shell struck parton are,
Other useful variables can be written as,
The loop diagram in Fig.1 integrated over the struck quark's momentum is performed using the variables:
B. Helicity Amplitudes Structure
To describe spin dependent observables we next introduce the helicity amplitudes (for a detailed description of the helicity amplitudes formalism in deeply virtual scattering processes see also Ref. [27] ). For pseudoscalar meson production one has [2, 18] ,
where the helicities of the virtual photon and the initial proton are, Λ γ , Λ, and the helicities of the produced pion and final proton are 0, and Λ , respectively. Notice that both longitudinal and transverse polarizations of the virtual photon γ * L(T ) can, in principle, contribute. While γ * L was shown to be the leading contribution in Ref. [1] , in [2, 18] a possible scenario beyond collinear factorization was presented for γ * T p → M p which explains the large transverse photon polarization contributions observed in the experimental data in terms of chiral odd GPDs. In Eq.(5) we describe the factorization into a "hard part", g λλ Λγ 0 for the partonic subprocess γ * T + q → π 0 + q, which appears now at twist three, and the quark-proton helicity amplitudes, A Λ ,λ ;Λ,λ that contain the chiral odd GPDs.
The amplitudes A Λ λ ,Λλ implicitly involve an integration over the unobserved quark's transerve momentum, k T , and are functions of
dx. The connection with the correlator is carried out by considering,
where,
By taking this into account in Eq. (2), and by adding and subtracting the expressions corresponding to i = 1, 2, respectively, one obtains the expressions for the chiral odd helicity amplitudes in terms of GPDs [6, 27] , The chiral-odd coupling at the pion vertex for the subprocess γ * q → π 0 q is given by,
where we distinguish three different contributions: from the term,
from the contraction,
where N = 1/ P + (x + ξ) and N = 1/ P + (x − ξ) are the quark spinors normalizations (details are given in Appendix A), and,Ô
and finally from the Q 2 dependent form factor g
where we separate [2] the J P C = 1 −− (V) and J P C = 1 +− (A), t-channel exchanges in the amplitudes for transverse and longitudinal virtual photons, respectively. The two distinct contributions arise when one goes beyond a simple one gluon exchange description of the chiral odd coupling ∝ γ 5 .
2 What makes the two contributions γ * (qq) V → π 0 and γ * (qq) A → π 0 distinct is that, in the natural parity case (V), L is always the same for the initial and final states, or ∆L = 0, while for unnatural parity (A), ∆L = 1. We modeled this difference by replacing the collinear factorization expressions with the following expressions containing a modified kernel where,ψ
The higher order Bessel function describes the situation where L is always larger in the initial state. In impact parameter space this corresponds to configurations of larger radius. By considering the dominant LC components, we see that only g +− 10 survives,
Putting together all steps, we can write a calculable form for the convolution in Eq. (5). For a transverse photon we obtain,
where the matching of the V and A contributions to the helicity amplitudes is as follows: f
A (see Ref. [3, 4] ). H T , etc., are the convolutions of the GPDs with C + , or the Compton form factors which at leading order in PQCD are given by,
FIG. 3: ∆ and (∆ × P)/ | P | which defines transversity. In this paper we take ∆ along the x-axis without loss of generality.
C. Chiral Odd GPDs from Helicity Amplitudes
The chiral odd CFFs (or GPDs) are obtained by inverting Eqs.(19) (or Eqs. (9)). For instance, for ξ = 0 one has,
where we show the GPDs calculated using the helicity amplitudes (first line of each equation), and using the transversity bases, T Y , with the transverse spin orthogonal to ∆ (without loss of generality ∆ is assumed to be along the x axis), the planar-transversity basis T X , with transverse spin along x, and a mixed longitudinal and planar-transverse basis, L, T X with longitudinal an transverse along x spins in the initial and final states, respectively. If the scattering plane for the quark+nucleon is the x − z−plane (with P and ∆) and the y−direction is along P × ∆, then for each particle's spin 1 2 helicity state,
Note that E T (x, ξ, t) vanishes for ξ → 0 because the two helicity amplitudes become equal due to parity and time reversal invariance.
In order to give a partonic interpretation, the spin structures on the RHS and LHS of Fig.1 need to be the same, or diagonal in spin, where the direction of transverse spin is established using the bases defined with ∆. For instance, H T is diagonal in T X , while H T is diagonal in a T X and T Y mixed basis.
ET = 2 HT + ET
By inspecting the spin content of Eqs. (21) we see that Eq.(21a) corresponds to the same combination as for the Boer Mulders function h ⊥ 1 [13] . This is well known to be vanishing at leading order, in the absence of a gauge link, owing to the "naive" T-odd nature of h ⊥ 1 (see [28] for a review). The question of whether h ⊥ 1 and 2 H T (x, 0, t) + E T (x, 0, t) could be related was initially posed in Ref. [9] within a transverse coordinate space representation. A more general framework from which to address this question was subsequently provided in Ref. [7] using the GTMDs, or unintegrated over k T TMDs. GTMDs are complex objects that can be parametrized as
where X represents any twist two GPD, and X e , and X o , the real and imaginary parts, are also the T-even and T-odd components, respectively. The leading twist GPDs are obtained by integrating Eq. (22); they are T-even and they can derive only from the real parts of the amplitude combinations. On the other side, the leading twist TMDs, are obtained in the forward limit (t, ξ → 0), and they can also be T-odd (within the well known appropriate interpretation of the gauge links) 4 in which case they involve the imaginary part of the amplitudes combinations. In this context we see that both h
) participate in the same equation at the GTMD level,
with,
(our formalism differs from Ref. [7] where the GTMD E is further separated into terms arising from different Lorentz structures while for simplicity, yet keeping general, we use only one term,
2 ), although they derive from the same helicity amplitudes combinations, will differ, or they are unrelated, in general. In other words, h
2 ) provide separate information from the imaginary and real parts of the amplitudes, respectively. π 0 and η exclusive electroproduction data allow for an independent extraction of E T , and they are, therefore, ideal for testing this aspect of the theory.
Integrating Eq.(25) over x at t = 0, one obtains the tensor anomalous magnetic moment [9] ,
This can also be extracted from the analysis of exclusive π 0 and η electroproduction data as we explain below.
Transversity
By inspecting the spin structure of Eqs.(21b,21c) we see that H T is diagonal in planar transversity, whereas H T is neither diagonal in canonical transversity nor planar transversity. However, subtracting Eq.(21c) from Eq.(21b) one obtains a diagonal combination of T Y amplitudes,
This is the analog of the TMD relation,
where, owing to the fact that ∆ = 0, all functions that were diagonal in a given direction become diagonal on the transverse plane for any direction (i.e. ∆ is no longer there to define the direction). Therefore, in the forward direction, H T = H T , and this is diagonal in either T X or T Y , consistently with the definition of transversity,
Integrating over x one obtains the tensor charge, at t = 0,
H T can also be interpreted in a mixed planar/transversity basis as the distribution of transversely polarized quarks along x in a transversely polarized proton along y. In fact, Eq.(21c) is related to the first k T moment of h
It is important to keep in mind that although this relation holds (modulo an x dependent factor) when tested using simple spectator models [8] , in Ref. [7] it has been disproven based on the GTMD substructures underlying
, and h
1T (x, Q 2 ), which differ from one another. The physical motivation of such a discrepancy obtained in parametrizing the chiral odd GTMDs correlator is however unclear to date. Whether this is an artifact of the proposed parametrization or it can be traced back to different spin configurations, is a subject for further exploration.
ET
E T (x, ξ, t) describes a transversely polarized quark (along the x axis) in a longitudinally polarized proton. It is T-even and directly connected to a TMD, being related to the first moment of h
Although E T is 0 for ξ = 0 due to Parity and Time reversal constraints, E T (x, ξ, t) can, however, be measured (see also our paper on π 0 electroproduction, Ref. [4] ). What makes E T interesting is that its spin structure is similar to the one that appears in the chiral-even twist three GPD, G 2 , that was shown to enter the sum rule component for partonic Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) in Ref. [14] . Several candidates among the TMDs and GPDs were proposed recently [29] [30] [31] as observables for the OAM component. In Ref. [32] we illustrated the helicity amplitude structure of partonic OAM, and we confirmed from an alternative perspective, that OAM is twist three, and that it is uniquely observable through DVCS type measurements of G 2 (see also [33] ). In particular, we pointed out that based on Parity constraints, the twist two chiral even GTMD labeled F 14 in [7] , describing an unpolarized quark in a longitudinally polarized proton, could not contribute to OAM. We also pointed out that another possible candidate, the chiral odd TMD, h ⊥ 1T [34] , does not display the necessary spin structure of partonic OAM. To confirm this picture, it would be important to obtain correlated, although indirect information on OAM from both E T and h ⊥ 1L measurements.
D. Chiral Odd GPDs in Spectator Model
Eqs. (19) provide the helicity amplitudes that enter directly the observables for pseudoscalar meson electroproduction. However, in practical calculations we find an outstanding problem: differently from the chiral even sector, even using available models for the chiral odd GPDs both the normalization to the form factors and the forward limit for these quantities are largely undetermined from independent measurements (with the exclusion, perhaps, of transversity, h 1 ). This makes it difficult to estimate the magnitude of the chiral odd GPDs. In the spectator model, that we describe below, one can overcome this difficulty by exploiting Parity relations among the helicity amplitudes that allow us to connect the chiral odd GPDs to the chiral even ones (analogous relations were found to hold for TMDs in Ref. [42] ). Although this is a model dependent procedure, we consider it a necessary step at an initial stage of both theoretical and experimental investigations.
To extract the chiral odd GPDs from DVπ 0 (η)P data we propose a parametrization based on the reggeized diquark model developed in Refs. [18, 19, 35, 36] . This is, in a nutshell, a spectator model with variable mass of the spectator, M X , which allows us to reproduce the Regge behavior in the limit M X → ∞ (x → 0). The model was evolved from its initial low scale to the scale of the data using leading order Perturbative QCD (PQCD) GPD evolution equations (see e.g. Refs. [24, 25] ). In the chiral even sector we determined the model's parameters from a fit using a compilation of three different data sets, namely, nucleon form factor data (flavor separated Dirac and Pauli form factors [20] , axial [21] and pseudo-scalar form factor [22] ), DVCS data [23] , and DIS data on F p 2 (n). For the latter we accurately reproduced the valence quarks PDFs obtained from global fits [37] . In Ref. [18] our approach lead us to succesfully reproduce data on various observables in DVCS besides the ones used in the fit, namely the charge [38, 39] , and transverse [38, 39] single spin asymmetries.
In the chiral odd sector the GPDs are largely unconstrained. This is mostly due to the fact that, differently from the GPDs in the chiral even sector, no experimental measurements from t dependent form factors exist, which would provide normalizations for the GPDs. In the analysis of π 0 and η electroproduction data it is, however, important to be able to gauge the size of the various chiral odd GPDs contributions.
We therefore developed an alternative procedure by exploiting Parity relations within the reggeized diquark model. The extension of this model to the chiral odd sector is explained in detail in Ref. [4] where we obtained predictions for both the unpolarized and longitudinally polarized observables in π 0 electroproduction, namely the beam spin asymmetry, A LU , and the polarized target asyemmetries, A U L and A LL .
The Parity relations between chiral even and chiral odd GPDs which are valid, in general, within a class of models including any type of spectator model with diquark spin S = 0, 1 and angular momentum L = 0 5 yield, respectively, for S = 0,
and, for S = 1, A
The relations in Eqs. (32) are valid only if one of the two φ functions is real. By using Parity symmetry one cannot connect directly the chiral odd amplitude A +−,−+ , with its chiral even counterpart A +−,+− since both involve complex φ functions. Physically this corresponds to the fact that A +−,−+ involves a double spin flip, and it must therefore be proportional to ∆ 2 ⊥ , while A +−,+− is non-flip. A +−,−+ is, therefore, evaluated directly in Eq.(32d). Eqs. (33) were obtained by taking into account the angular momentum exchange between the LHS and RHS vertices in Fig.1 so that each amplitude on the LHS (chiral odd) can no longer be obtained as a simple product of the two vertices which give the chiral even amplitude on the RHS.
We can then obtain the chiral odd GPDs sets F , by inverting the expressions of the quark parton helicity amplitudes in both the chiral even [27] , and chiral odd ( [27] and Eqs. (9)) sectors.
In Ref. [4] we obtained, for S = 0,
and for S = 1,
where we used the following variables: ζ = 2ξ/(1 + ξ), X = (x + ξ)/(1 + ξ), X = X − ζ, and the various kinematical factors are,
where k 2 ⊥ 1/2 ≈ 0.3 GeV, and k2
The chiral even GPDs used to evaluate Eqs. (34) and (35) were taken from the parametrization developed in Ref. [19] . In the forward limit one obtains,
(37d)
Note that once the chiral odd GPDs are calculated using the equations above, at a given initial scale of the model, Q 2 o 1 GeV 2 , their evolution to the scale of the data must proceed according to the equations developed for the chiral odd sector in [43, 44] . The parametric form for the chiral even GPDs was given in Ref. [? ] . As both new DVCS and meson electroproduction data become available, it will be possible to perform a global fit using simultaneously all sets of data. At the present stage our approach guarantees a better control over the various kinematical dependences.
E. Flavor Dependence
The u and d quark chiral odd distributions can be readily obtained from Eqs. (34) and (35) by using the SU(4) symmetry of the proton wave function,
where
is the scalar diquark with isospin 0 and spin component 0, T
I3 is the axial vector (triplet) diquark with indicated isospin and spin components, and the parameter a S = 1 for SU(4) symmetry and can differ from 1 to allow for symmetry breaking [41, 42] . Separating out the spin dependence leaves,
When matrix elements are formed with this state and the corresponding spin down proton, then the sum over the spin states will leave the purely flavor or isospin couplings,
From here we can see that the spin independent nucleon distributions decompose as
where an overall normalization of 1/3 for quark number has been imposed and the sum over quark spins has been taken. On the other hand, for the spin transfer GPDs, as in g 1 and h 1 , only the quark spin state | 0, ↑ contributes, so the F (1) is replaced by − 
T ,
. By inverting Eqs. (41, 42) , and inserting the expressions for F (0,1) , and F (0,1) T in Eqs. (32, 33) , we obtain the chiral odd GPDs written in terms of their u and d quarks components. In Figures 4, 5 , and 6 we show the flavor separated GPDs obtained by fixing all parameters of our model using constraints on the chiral even GPDs as explained above. Our strategy for extracting chiral odd GPDs from exclusive electroproduction data is to gradually loosen such constraints as more data in the chiral odd sector become available.
To extract flavor dependent chiral odd GPDs directly from the data it is important to analyze simultaneously π 0 and η production. In fact, from the SU(3) flavor symmetry for the pseudo-scalar meson octet applied to the chiral odd sector one has, where e q , q = u, d, s, is the quark's charge. A flavor separation of the chiral odd CFFs can be performed by inverting the above equations, disregarding the contribution of the strange GPD,
III. CROSS SECTIONS AND ASYMMETRIES
The CFFs and from them the GPDs which were evaluated in the previous Section can be extracted from the cross section terms for exclusive meson electroproduction, which, using the notation of Ref. [45] (based on [46] ), is defined as,
where S || and S ⊥ refer to lab frame target polarization parallel and perpendicular to the virtual photon direction, h is the lepton beam helicity, φ is the azimuthal angle between the lepton plane and the hadron scattering plane, φ S is the azimuthal angle of the transverse spin vector S ⊥ and t is the square of the invariant momentum transfer between the initial and final nucleon. The photon polarization parameter , the ratio of longitudinal photon and transverse photon flux, can be written in terms of invariants as,
Γ is, up to a kinematic factor, given by,
In Ref. [4] we analyzed the unpolarized and longitudinally polarized contributions to the cross section, or the various modulations of the F U U and F U L , F LL , types, respectively. We showed that: i) the polarized cross section terms,
are dominated by chiral even GPDs through the contribution of longitudinal photon polarization, while the terms A sin 2φ U L , F LL are purely transverse, and therefore useful for the extraction of chiral odd GPDs; ii) the cross section components with a large chiral odd contribution are dominated by the GPDs H T , and E T , and E T , while H T 's contribution appears only in F LL , and it can be disentangled from the other GPDs only at very low t (Figures 15 and 16 in Ref. [4] ).
For the single transversely polarized target in Eq. (46), however, there appear terms which are proportional to H T and which will therefore enable us to extract the tensor charge from data. From Eq. (46) 
and three for the longitudinally polarized lepton and transversely polarized target, 
Notice that: i) when the nucleon is polarized along the photon direction there will be no asymmetry because of Parity conservation; ii) when the nucleon is polarized along the incoming lepton direction there will be a component of nucleon polarization transverse to the photon direction as well as transverse to the nucleon plane. This produces the modulations involving both the photon angle relative to the lepton beam φ s , and the azymuthal angle φ.
Below we list the asymmetries that one can form involving transverse photon polarization only, so that they are most sensitive to the tensor charge, 
where we have highlighted in boldface the amplitude parts which are sensitive to transversity; the unpolarized cross section is
Notice that the asymmetry A
also involves transverse photon polarization only but it does not involve transversity, and it is predicted to be small being dominated by the double flip amplitude f −+ 10 .
A. Results
We now illustrate the various steps in the procedure for extracting chiral odd GPDs, and their forward limits, in particular transversity, and its integrated value, the tensor charge. We start by showing in Figure 7 , the behavior of A is the best quantity to extract the transversity GPD, H T , while the two contributions from the real and imaginary parts of the amps nearly cancel each other in A
, although it is predicted to be large, is dominated by f ++ 10 , and therefore it is sensitive to κ q . We also observe clear difference between the η and π 0 curves which can be examined in more detail by considering ratios of the observables for the two processes as we show in what follows.
In Figure 8 we show the ratio of the unpolarized transverse cross section, F U U,T for η over π 0 . This type of plot can be considered a first step towards flavor separation, although many important details should be considered. First of all, the transverse cross section receives contributions from all four transverse helicity amplitudes squared [4] 
However, the dominant terms are f ++ 10 ∝ E T , and f +− 10 ∝ H T . So each term in the ratio is given by an interplay of the two GPDs which are related to the tensor anomalous magnetic moment and to the tensor charge, respectively. For each (x Bj , Q 2 ) bin, the H T term dominates at low −t, while the E T term dominates at larger values of −t. Now, as one can see from Eqs.(43) the ratio would be equal to 1/3 in the absence of d quark contributions. Therefore, the behavior of the ratio at low −t reflects the sign and magnitude of the d quark contribution to the transversity GPD, H T , while at larger −t it reflects the behavior of the d quarks in E T .
We further clarify this point by showing the ratio without the contribution of f (19)), and are therefore sensitive to the tensor charge. The dotted curves show the sum of contributions from the remaining amplitudes, and the full curves show the total contribution. T u extracted in our analysis. As for the tensor charge, the error bars on our extraction derive from the extension of our parametrization to the chiral odd sector, i.e. they are obtained propagating the errors on the chiral even GPDs parameters, as explained in the text. Also shown are the values obtained in selected recent models [52, 56, 57] , and in lattice QCD [55] . All values have been evolved to Q 2 = 0.8 GeV T can oscillate, being negative at x = ξ. As a consequence of this behavior, if we consider the integral of E d over x, i.e. the quark tensor anomalous magnetic moment, this will be reduced due to the ranges of negative strength. Whether this particular picture (and setting of parameters) will be confirmed or not by the data is not of the essence here. What is important is that through combined η and π 0 exclusive electrproduction measurements, and by selecting the appropriate observables as indicated in both this and our previous analysis [4] , one will be able unravel the partonic structure underlying both the tensor charge and magnetic moment.
The tensor anomalous magnetic moment is shown in Figure 9 where the d-quark, κ T d is plotted vs. the value for the u quark, κ T u (Eq. (26) . These values were extracted in our analysis simultaneously to the tensor charge. The error bars on our extraction derive from the extension of our parametrization to the chiral odd sector, i.e. they are obtained propagating the errors on the chiral even GPDs parameters, as explained in the previous Section. To our knowledge, no other determination making use of experimental data has been given so far. Together with our value, we plot the values obtained in selected recent models [52, 56, 57] , and the lattice QCD determination from Ref. [55] . All values were calculated by evolving to Q 2 = 0.8 GeV 2 , noting that the all chiral odd GPDs have the same anomalous dimensions as for transversity [56] . The values found in [52, 57] will produce a ratio η/π 0 much higher than the one plotted in Fig.8 . The η/π 0 type of measurements will allow us, therefore, to distinguish among models. One can see that κ q is much more undetermined than the tensor charge owing to the scarcity of measurements so far. As we pointed out in Ref. [4] , measurements with a longitudinally polarized target of both π 0 and η exclusive electroproduction will allow us to extract the GPD E T , and consequently the tensor anomalous magnetic moment.
In Figure 10 we show along with our results, a compilation of the tensor charge values from recent data analyses besides our suggested one from DVπ 0 P and DVηP, namely the Torino group extraction [11] obtained combining data on polarized SIDIS single hadron production [47, 48] , and data on dihadron production from e + e − annihilation [49] ; the Pavia group extraction [12] obtained from dihadron production in a collinear framework, i.e. combining the (k T integrated) transversity distribution, h 1 with dihadron fragmentation functions; and finally, what can be considered a pioneering extraction using a combination of vector and axial vector meson couplings to the nucleon which are constrained from data on the mesons decay constants and the average parton transverse momenta [50] . For comparison we show also the most recent lattice results obtained for the isovector combination δu − δd [51] , and selected model calculations Refs. [52] [53] [54] . The error bars in our extraction are the uncorrelated errors from the parameters in the chiral even sector. The values we obtained with the variant of the Reggeized diquark model based fit used in this paper for both δ q and κ T q are shown in Table III A. Several remarks are in order. First of all, the tensor charge is subject to a rather rapid Perturbative QCD evolution (see [52] and references therein), as can be seen from the shift (decrease) in values from Q 2 =1 GeV 2 to Q 2 = 4 GeV 2 shown for our extracted values (all the other evaluations shown in the figure are in the Q 2 range: 0.8 − 2 GeV 2 ). Most importantly, the graph shows how the low x tail of the transversity distribution plays a fundamental role in determining the value of the charge. This can be seen by comparing the values obtained for the u quarks (d quarks values tend to be smaller and the effects are less visible). In fact the values from Ref. [12] were obtained by calculating the charge in the x Bj range of the fitted data (x Bj 0.06), and by extrapolating to x = 10 −5 (open symbol). The extrapolated result tends to agree better with our extraction. Note that our parametrization explicitly includes Regge behavior, therefore our value of the charge tends to be larger. Our Regge behavior, in turn, is constrained by the nucleon's form factors behavior [19] . This is why measuring the tensor charge through GPDs provides a definite advantage over all of the inclusive measurements where extrapolation procedures in the low x regime need to be , Eq. (58), plotted vs. −t, at xBj = 0.2, Q 2 = 1.5 for the γ * p → π 0 p reaction. The error band was obtained by varying the value of the u-quark tensor charge, δu, by ±0.08. The dot-dashed curve corresponds to δu = 1.4, and the dashed curve corresponds to δu = 0.6. The value of δ d was kept fixed at −0.12. The graph shows the sensitivity of the asymmetry to variations of the tensor charge, or the precision that is needed in measurements of this quantity in order to reduce the size of the errors from the ones reported in Fig.10 . . Besides our analysis, the most recent extractions from experimental data were plotted, namely the analysis of the Pavia group extraction [12] obtained from dihadron production in a collinear framework, and the Torino group extraction [11] obtained combining data on polarized SIDIS single hadron production [47, 48] , and data on dihadron production from e + e − annihilation [49] (see the corresponding tensor charge values in Fig.10 ).
devised.
In Figure 11 we demonstrate the sensitivity of pseudoscalar meson production data to the values of the tensor charge. For illustration, we show only the π 0 asymmetry, and we fix δ d = −0.12. The figure shows curves for varying δ u in the range 0.6 − 1.4, whereas the error band was obtained by varying the tensor charge by ±0.08. Additional information on δ d can be obtained by comparing π 0 and η measurements. The purpose of the calculations represented in this figure is to gain information on the kind of precision that will be needed in order to reduce the error on the tensor charge with respect to the values from the analyses reported in Fig.10 . From the figure we conclude that an accurate extraction of tensor charge and its flavor dependence will be possible at Jefferson Lab, 12 GeV [17] .
The various transversity distributions mentioned in our discussion above are shown in Figure 12 . These curves show that the tensor charge for the u-quark will be larger than the results from the two other analyses, while the d-quark tensor charge will be smaller, again showing the importance of the small x behavior in our Reggeized scheme.
We conclude this section by noting that the GPD E T enters the transverse non flip amplitudes, f ++(−−) 10 and it can therefore be extracted once more accurate data are available. We postpone the discussion of this observable to future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we reiterate that transverse asymmetries allow us to single out the tensor charge best. Namely, the asymmetries are sensitive to the GPD H T , in contrast to the longitudinal target polarization asymmetries reported in detail in Ref. [4] that are mostly sensitive to the GPDs H T , E T , and E T , and to the integral of 2 H T + E T , or the tensor anomalous magnetic moment. A combined analysis of π 0 and η data will allow us to perform a flavor separation of both the tensor charges and the tensor anomalous magnetic moments.
It should be noticed, however, that although the agreement of the tensor charge values reported in this paper with the very precise recent lattice results is excellent, in our analysis the tensor charge was obtained indirectly, by using constraints from Parity relations that allow us to connect to the somewhat better constrained GPDs in the chiral even sector. The extraction we proposed can therefore be considered model dependent. Nevertheless, at this stage our study provides, on one side, a set of very much needed estimates and constraints on the size of the various, so far largely unexplored, chiral odd GPDs. On the other side, it opens the way to an upcoming analysis that will be performed by fitting our functional forms directly to the combined exclusive η and π 0 electroproduction data, once these will be made available. Our ultimate goal is to determine the chiral odd GPDs from a global analysis on its own merit, using all of the pseudoscalar meson production data. Hence, this paper can be considered to be a step in this direction in that it provides a framework with which to gauge the various contributions to all cross sections and asymmetries.
Most importantly, the suggested analysis will allow us to substantially reduce the errors on the flavor dependent δ q , and to perform, for the first time, an experimental extraction of κ q .
We complete our discussion by acknowledging similar work in this direction i.e. Refs. [58, 59] , and the alternative method proposed in Ref. [60, 61] to access chiral odd GPDs, through the electroproduction of two vector mesons.
